
This report looks at the following areas:

•• The impact of COVID-19 on empty nester and boomerang parents
•• What empty nesters and soon-to-be empty nesters are looking forward to

and concerned about once their children leave the nest
•• Empty nester interest and participation in hobbies
•• Changes in spending habits once children leave the home

Empty nesters are both excited and worried for this new chapter in their lives.
They look forward to the additional time and freedom to refocus on themselves,
their personal interests and their connection with their spouse/partner and
friends. However, they are still concerned about maintaining a connection with
their grown children. As a result, they are eager to provide emotional and
financial support to their children whenever needed, which sometimes means
relinquishing their empty nester status and letting their grown kids come back to
the nest.
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“Parents look forward to
becoming empty nesters, but
their identity as a parent still
remains intact. They desire to
maintain their strong
connection with their children
and are still there to provide
any kind of support their
children need.”
– Ariel Horton, Lifestyle and
Leisure Analyst
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• Spending habits largely remain unchanged
Figure 5: Empty nester spending, 2021

• Hobbies and activities are established before children
leave the home
Figure 6: Empty nester and soon-to-be empty nester
segments, by number of hobbies, 2021

• As children become more independent, empty nesters shift
their focus
Figure 7: Life changes, 2021

• Empty nesters still focus on family
• Children are living at home with their parents for longer
• Financial instability delays empty nester status
• Help empty nesters downsize

• Becoming an empty nester
• Majority of empty nesters are married

Figure 8: Marital status shares, by age, 2020
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Figure 9: Empty nester couples who share children, 2014
• Still focus on helping children financially

Figure 10: Household income distribution, shares by age of
householder, 2019

• More children are living with their parents longer
Figure 11: Share of young adults aged 18-34, who live at home,
1990-2020

• Financial independence fuels adult children’s move back
home
Figure 12: Reasons young adults move back home, 2021

• Financial stability determines when children will move out
Figure 13: When parents anticipate boomerang children
moving out, 2021

• Impact of COVID-19 on empty nesters
• Immediate impacts (2020)
• Short term (2021)

Figure 14: COVID-19 behaviors, by parenting segments, 2021
Figure 15: COVID-19 attitudes, by parenting segments, 2021

• Recovery (2022-25)
• Student loan debt impacts children’s ability to leave the

home
• Children want stability before they leave the home

Figure 16: Median age at first marriage, 1950 to present
• Young adults’ unemployment delays financial stability

Figure 17: Unemployment rate, by age, May 2020-May 2021

• Learning how to cook for a smaller family size
• Assist in downsizing, organizing and updating homes
• Focus on quality and price

Figure 18: Purchase value, indexed to all adults, 2021

• Empty nesters seek adventure
• Looking for convenient and budget-friendly options that

keep the family connected

• Mintel Global Trend Drivers
• Mintel Trend Driver: Experiences
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Figure 19: Mintel Trend Driver, Experiences
• Beyond The Nest supports empty nesters through adventure

Figure 20: What to do when the kids fly the coop, February
2021

• Princess Cruise Lines offers adventure
Figure 21: Princess Cruises walking buddy, May 2021

• Mintel Trend Driver: Value
Figure 22: Mintel Trend Driver, Value

• Verizon offers unlimited family plans on a budget
Figure 23: Mix and match is for the whole family, October
2019

• Facebook portal conveniently connects families
Figure 24: Portal – Feel There, October 2018

• Dads are more excited to become empty nesters
• Moms have more concerns for this next phase of life
• Spending remains consistent in most areas
• Hobbies are established before children leave the home
• Empty nesters shift their community

• Empty nesters look forward to connection and freedom
Figure 25: Looking forward, 2021

• Anticipation of empty nester status leads to excitement
Figure 26: Looking forward, by soon-to-be empty nester
segments, 2021

• Dads are more excited than moms to be empty nesters
Figure 27: Empty nesters looking forward, by gender of
parent, 2021

• Income determines what empty nesters look forward to
Figure 28: Empty nesters looking forward, by household
income, 2021

• Children’s safety and maintaining a connection are top
concerns
Figure 29: Empty nester concerns, 2021

• Brand Spotlight: Subaru
Figure 30: 2021 Subaru Crosstrek – Girls Trip, September 2020

• Anticipation also leads to heightened concerns
Figure 31: Concerns, by soon-to-be empty nester segments,
2021

• Moms have more concerns than dads

THE CONSUMER – KEY TAKEAWAYS

LOOKING FORWARD

EMPTY NESTER CONCERNS
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Figure 32: Concerns, by gender of parent, 2021

• Empty nesters experience stable spending
Figure 33: Empty nester spending, 2021

• Empty nester dads more willing than moms to spend
Figure 34: Empty nester spending, by gender of parent, 2021

• Empty nesters may return to established hobbies
Figure 35: Hobbies and interests, 2021

• Empty nesters have more focus on specific hobbies
Figure 36: Empty nester and soon-to-be empty nester
segments, by number of hobbies, 2021

• Engaging with community outside their household
Figure 37: Life changes, 2021

• Empty nester moms and dads see progress through different
lenses
Figure 38: Life changes, by gender of parent, 2021

• Single empty nesters are lonely
Figure 39: Life changes, by marital status, 2021

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Direct marketing creative
• Abbreviations
• Abbreviations

CHANGES IN SPENDING HABITS

HOBBIES AND ACTIVITIES

LIFE CHANGES

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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